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OPTIONAL INSURANCE: ASSISTANCE AND CANCELLATION 

 

COVER EXTRACT (Translated from the original in Spanish language. In case of  

differences of meaning between original and translation, the Spanish original applies) 

 

Medical and health care INCLUDED 

       Spain / Andorra 1.000 € 

       Europe 15.000 € 

       Rest of the world 15.000 € 

Emergency dental expenses 280 € 

Transportation of injured or sick people after mandatory medical 
quarantine 

INCLUDED 

Repatriation of up to two persons accompanying the repatriated insured INCLUDED 

Repatriation or repatriation of the deceased INCLUDED 

Travel of a relative in case of hospitalization 
longer than 5 days 

INCLUDED 

Accompanying stay expenses in hospitalizations at more than 100 km 90 € Day.  
Max. 10 Days 

Expenses of extension of stay in hotel 90 €/ Day 

Extension of hotel stay due to mandatory medical quarantine  

In Spain, Andorra or Europe 100 €/ Day 

In the rest of the world 200 €/ Day 

Early return due to the death of a family member up to the 2nd degree INCLUDED 

Early return due to hospitalization of a family member for more than 2 
days up to the 2nd degree. 

INCLUDED 

Early return due to significant damage to primary residence or business 
premises. 

INCLUDED 

Early return due to the declaration of the state of alarm or the 
announcement of a border closure at the point of origin or destination 

INCLUDED 

Transmission of urgent messages INCLUDED 

Search and transport of luggage and personal effects INCLUDED 

Theft and damage to luggage 600 € (2) 

Stealing 150 € 

Baggage claim delay of more than 12 hours 150 € 

Shipping of urgent medicines that are not available abroad INCLUDED 

Travel delay of the means of transport 28 €/ Day.  
Max. 5 Days 

Cancellation of travel due to delay of more than 24 hours 400 € 

Administrative costs in the event of loss/theft of official documents 200 € 

Late arrival with lost departure 400 € 

https://www.red2000.com/spain/tip/info_seguro_anulacion.pdf
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Cost of CANCELLATION of a trip not taken (including illness, Covid, 
mandatory medical quarantine, side effects of coronavirus vaccination 
and holiday change) 

600 € (3) 

Included cancellation due to Provider's bankruptcy proceedings Bis 75% 
from insured 
cancellation 
capital 

Refund for vacations not taken due to repatriation/early return or 
mandatory medical quarantine from the time it commenced 

3.000 € 

Compensation in the event of death or disability caused by an accident 6.000 € 

Civil Liability Travelers / Tour Guides 60.000 € 

Claim for damages abroad 3.000 € 

Guarantees for air transport  

Kidnapping costs 2.000 € 

Flight delay 300 € 

Alternative return transport 450 € 

Loss of transport links 300 € 

Alternative transport due to loss of connection in transport  500 € 

Loss of originally contractually agreed services 200 € 

Repatriation after airline bankruptcy 750 € 

 

 

Important Note: 

The cancellation guarantee must be contracted on the day of the reservation confirmation or  

MAXIMUM within 7 days after the reservation. 


